Abstract: Sensing the scattered fields of single metallic nanostructures is a crucial step towards the applications of isolated plasmonic antennas, such as for the sensing of single molecules or nanoparticles. In the past, both nearand far-field spectroscopy methods have been applied to monitor single plasmonic resonances. So far, however, these spectral-domain techniques do not yet provide the femtosecond time resolution that is needed to probe the dynamics of plasmonic fields in the time domain. Here, we introduce a time-domain technique that combines broadband Fourier-transform spectroscopy and spatial modulation spectroscopy (FT-SMS) to quantitatively measure the extinction spectra of the isolated gold nanorods with a nominal footprint of 41 × 10 nm 2 . Using a phase-stable pulse pair for excitation, the technique is capable of rejecting off-resonant stray fields and providing absolute measurements of the extinction cross section. Our results indicate that the method is well suited for measuring the optical response of strongly coupled hybrid systems with high signal-to-noise ratio. It may form the basis for new approaches towards time-domain spectroscopy of single nanoantennas with few-cycle time resolution.
Introduction
Plasmonic nanoantennas, such as gold nanorods, have attracted much research interest in the last decades due to their ability to confine and enhance optical fields on nanometer scales. Their strongly localized surface plasmon (SP) resonance enhances the electric field in the vicinity of the nanoantenna [1] [2] [3] . This resonance can be tuned from the visible to near-infrared spectral range by varying the overall size or aspect-ratio of the nanorod [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, the strong optical near-fields of such nanorods may enable enhanced coupling to other metal nanostructures [8] and to resonantly-matched excitonic quantum emitters [9] . This has recently led to a series of optical studies of metal/quantum emitter nanostructures, motivated for instance by interest in the fundamental optical properties and possible practical applications, such as in integrated optics, optoelectronics [10, 11] or molecular sensing [12] , of such hybrid structures [13] . While the linear optical spectra of the selected hybrid exciton/plasmon systems have been studied in some detail [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] the time-resolved studies of the coherent energy transfer processes [20, 21] in the single hybrid nanostructures are still lacking. Such experiments would require probing the transient electric fields emitted by the nanorods with high time resolution in the range of 10 fs or even below, which are limited by the comparatively short dephasing times of single plasmonic nanostructures. Furthermore, they must be sufficiently sensitive to probe the small extinction cross sections of single metallic nanoparticles of typically just a few hundreds or thousands of nm 2 . So far, the optical response of the single metallic nanoparticles has mainly been studied by far-field spectroscopy methods, such as dark-field microscopy [22] [23] [24] [25] , photo-thermal [26] [27] [28] and total internal reflection imaging [29] . Dark-field and total internal reflection microscopy, as a relatively simple platform, provides spectral information about the scattering properties of the particle, but are typically limited to particle dimensions of about 20 nm [30, 31] . The photothermal imaging microscopy, in contrast, measures the absorption properties and is capable of detecting particles as small as a few nanometers [32] . Spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS) was introduced as a far-field confocal microscopy technique to provide quantitative, spectrally-resolved information about the extinction cross section, i.e. the sum of absorption and scattering cross section of the nanoparticles [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In SMS, the position of a confocal light spot is periodically modulated with respect to the position of the nanoparticle or vice-versa while simultaneously detecting the transmitted light using a combination of a photo detector and a lock-in amplifier. This technique has successfully been applied to determine the absolute extinction cross section of single gold nanoparticles with diameters down to 5 nm [33, 39, 40] . First experiments in this direction were performed using the monochromatic light sources for excitation of the nanoparticle [33, 38] . Given that the light is typically detected using a fast photodetector, spectral information is obtained by scanning the excitation wavelength [36, 41, 42] . The quantitative measures of the absorption [43] and extinction [40, 44] cross section of single plasmonic structures can also obtained using photothermal imaging and dark-field microscopy, respectively. Probing the dynamics of intrinsically shortlived coherent plasmonic fields in the time domain is difficult when using existing techniques, because they are mostly based on spectrally narrow excitation sources or dispersive glass objectives. In contrast, the dispersionfree set-up described here has the potential of measuring electric fields emitted from single nanoparticles in the time-domain in a nearly dispersion-free set-up, which can be easily upgraded towards a pump-probe experiment to allow time-domain studies on a femtosecond time scale. Such time-domain studies would not only allow probing transient field dynamics but also the study of the coherent energy transfer processes in the hybrid systems. For this, it seems interesting to explore time-domain methods for measuring single particle extinction. Furthermore, it may be interesting that the two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy of single plasmonic nanoparticles is almost realized. Such experiments can give important insights into the energy and charge transfers processes on the nanoscale and are of interest for probing the rich physics of plasmonic nanostructures, which are coupled to single or ensembles of quantum emitters.
In this work, we report on a coherent, time-domain spectroscopy method to measure the absolute extinction cross section and the power spectrum of the single gold nanorods by a combination of coherent Fourier-transform spectroscopy and spatial modulation spectroscopy (FT-SMS). This technique is based on using a pair of phaselocked pulses from a dispersion-balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer to excite the localized plasmon resonance in a single gold nanorod. Our analysis shows that this combination of coherent FTS and SMS provides a quantitative measurement of the extinction cross section and can separate fields from the plasmonic nanoparticle and non-resonant background fields. The extension of this collinear phase-locked excitation scheme may open up the possibility of mapping and manipulating the time evolution of transient electric fields and, hence, probe ultrafast energy transfer from excitonic to plasmonic systems in the time domain [45] [46] [47] .
Results and discussion
We developed the set-up depicted in Figure 1A to sensitively measure the extinction spectra of the isolated gold nanorods. A supercontinuum laser source (SC-450-4, Fianium, UK) generates coherent ultra-broadband pulses with a time structure 0
visible to near-infrared spectral region from 1 to 2 eV. The complete spectral distribution I(ω) of the laser source is shown in Figure S5 under the Supporting Information section. The supercontinuum generation leads to a rather complicated spectral phase of the pulses with picosecond duration. A phase-locked pair of these pulses E(r,t) = E 0 (r,t) + E 0 (r,t + τ), separated by a variable time delay τ, is then created in a dispersion-balanced MachZehnder interferometer. A broadband linear polarizer and a half-wave plate are used to control the polarization state of these pulses. An all-reflective objective (ARO) O1 (5006-000, Beck Optronics Solutions, UK) with a numerical aperture NA O1 = 0.65 focuses the incoming pulses onto the sample surface. The numerical aperture and the finite obscuration of the objective limits the acceptance angles from θ min = asin(0.41 . NA O1 ) to θ max = asin(NA O1 ). As shown in Figure 1B , the transmitted light from the sample is then collected by a second objective O2 (5002-000, Beck Optronics Solutions, UK) with a slightly lower numerical aperture NA O2 = 0.5 and acceptance angles between Θ min = asin(0.44
. NA O2 ) and Θ max = asin(NA O2 ). The advantages of these AROs is that they can fully preserve the time structure of broadband light pulses and thus allow focusing for few-cycle optical pulses [48] , whereas the conventional, high N.A. glass objectives generally limit the time resolution to more than 10 fs. A drawback is their finite N.A., which is limited to 0.65, and the finite obscuration of the ARO, resulting from the inner acceptance angle Θ min and leading to a ~0% reduction in transmission in comparison to a glass objective of the same NA. The second ARO with slightly reduced NA is chosen for reasons of practical availability. The transmitted power is recorded by an amplified photodiode (PDA36A, Thorlabs, USA) and analyzed in the electronic set-up shown in the lower box of Figure 1A .
The sample position in the confocal plane of the objectives is controlled by a three-dimensional nanopositioning system (NanoCube P-611.3, Physik Instrumente, Germany). An additional periodic modulation along the vertical axis is applied through a piezo actuator (PST150/7/20VS12, Piezomechanik, Germany) by a sinusoidal driving voltage. The modulation amplitude is set to A m ≈ 500 nm with a modulation frequency of f m = 1 kHz. The output of the photodiode is connected to a phasesensitive lock-in amplifier (830 DSP, Stanford Research Systems, USA) and an analog-to-digital converter card (DT 9836/9818, Data Translation, USA). The signal from the output of the lock-in amplifier and the power from the photodiode are recorded while simultaneously modulating and scanning the sample position in the confocal plane. In Figure 1B , the acceptance angles of both the focusing and the collecting all-reflective objectives are illustrated. The field distribution E F (r) in the focal plane is well described by an Airy function [49] (for details see Supporting Information, Chapter S1 and S2). The focus diameter is ~0.6 μm, corresponding to a focal area of ~0.3 μm 2 .
The present experiments are performed at moderate power levels of ~10 μW, which is sufficiently low to suppress unwanted thermal heating of the sample. This corresponds to an average power density of 33 W/m 2 , similar to that applied in previous frequency-domain SMS measurements [50] . Considering our pulse duration of 5 ps, this leads to a peak intensity on the sample of 1.6 .
10
7 W/cm 2 , which is sufficiently low to avoid nonlinear processes. Rather long lock-in integration times of ~50 ms per pixel are chosen, resulting in acquisition speeds of 30-60 s per spectrum. We estimate that this speed can further by increased by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude when approaching shot-noise limited detection.
In the experiment, we measure the extinction of the single gold nanorods (E12-10-808-NPO-Hex, NanoPartz, USA) with nominal sizes, as determined by the vendor of dx = 41 nm, dy = 10 nm and dz = 10 nm. Standard deviations of the particle dimensions are std x = 10 nm and std y = 3 nm, as determined by SEM (see Supporting Information, Chapter S3). The nanorods are dispersed on a glass coverslip (BK-7) with a density of about 0.1 μm −2 . The frequencydependent optical response of the nanorod along the long axis x and the short axes y and z can be well described by the polarizability tensor α of a prolate spheroid (see Supporting Information, Chapter S3). The absorption cross sections σ A (ω) and the scattering cross sections σ S (ω) for light that is linearly polarized along each principal axis j are hence defined by the main diagonal elements jj of the polarizability tensor as 
with k as the incident wave vector. For our nanorods, the fundamental longitudinal SP resonance, polarized along the long axis of the nanorod, is centered at ~1.67 ev, whereas the transverse SP resonance is at higher energy (~2.5 eV, see Supporting Information, Chapter S3) [42] . Hence, only the longitudinal SP resonance with the polarizability α xx lies in the detectable spectral range of the experimental set-up. Furthermore, the expected absorption cross section σ A,xx = 3500 nm 2 of the nanorods is more than a factor of 30 larger than its scattering cross section σ S,xx = 100 nm 2 [51] . Hence, the extinction cross section σ E,xx = σ A,xx + σ S,xx can safely be approximated by σ E,xx ≈ σ A,xx .
This extinction cross section is measured by allowing the focused fields of the two incident pulses to interact with the nanorod in the focal plane. Each of these pulses then induces a time-varying dipole moment in the nanorod. Given that only the longitudinal dipole resonance of the rod is of importance here, the dipole moment is oriented along the long axis (taken as the x-direction) and is given as the time-domain convolution between the x-component of the incident field at the nanorod position and the xx-component of the nanorod polarizability tensor. The field that is scattered by the nanorod into the far field is collected by the objective O2, together with the transmitted laser field, and detected by a photodiode PD. Again, the obscuration of O2 limits the minimum and maximum polar acceptance angles of the light rays that are collected. The detected power at time delay τ is given
Here, the integration over the area of the second objective and the response time of the photodiode is abbreviated by , , .
The detected power contains a constant term P 0 , which denotes the power of a single pulse, and a time delay-dependent correlation function , , ( ) Re ( , , ) ( , , ) . = ∫ [52] . If no particle is present in the focal spot only the directly transmitted pair of fields
is measured, apart from a scattering contribution from the substrate. However, by moving the nanorod into the focus, the nanoparticle generates a pair of scattered fields
propagating in direction (θ,φ) towards O2. The scattered fields are given as
beside a scattering contribution from the substrate. Here, FF 0 ( , , ) θ φ ω , G r denotes the far-field Green's tensor, α xx (ω) denotes the polarizability tensor component and 0 ( , ) ω E r the frequency-dependent focal field at the position of the center of the nanorod r 0 . Thus, other than for the transmitted fields, the scattered field additionally depends on the position r 0 of the nanorod in the focal plane.
The power detected by the photodiode is now given by the superposition of four fields, i.e. the directly transmitted field E t , the scattered field E s from the nanorod and their time-shifted replicas. This is depicted in Figure 2A where a pair of ultra-broadband pulses excites a single nanorod inside the focal spot. As indicated in the image, the scattered fields now persist for longer times compared with the broadband exciting pulses due to the convolution of the incident field with the finite time-domain response function of the nanorod. The detected optical power at the photodiode can now be written as
.
This is a superposition of the directly transmitted power P t (τ), the power P s (r 0 ,τ), which is scattered from the nanorod and the power P st (r 0 ,τ) resulting from the interference of the scattered and the transmitted fields. The scattered and the interference terms contain the desired information about the scattering and absorption cross section of the nanoparticle (Supporting Information S5).
Given that the extinction cross section of the nanorod is much smaller than the area of the laser focus spot, the detected power generated by the directly transmitted fields is much larger than from the scattered fields of the nanorod. Hence, the detected power P(τ) ≈ P t (τ) is largely given by the transmitted field, which makes it difficult to retrieve the weak signal from the nanorod. This can be overcome by introducing a periodic modulation of the nanorods position in the confocal plane of the objectives [35, 53] . The amplitude of the scattered field, hence, the power P s (r 0 ,τ) and P st (r 0 ,τ), changes periodically when the nanorod is moved through the focal spot. Now, detecting the transmitted power P(τ) using a phase-sensitive lock-in amplifier and demodulation at the first (1f) or second harmonic (2f) of the modulation frequency results in P 1f/2f (r 0 ,τ) ∝ P sf (r 0 ,τ) + P st (r 0 ,τ), where the contribution of the directly transmitted power is suppressed and only the terms containing the scattered fields remain.
In addition, the measured power at the photodiode in a real experiment suffers from high-frequency noise of the supercontinuum source as well as the read-out electronics [54] . This noise is independent of f so it can be additionally filtered out using the lock-in amplifier. Now, the sample is raster-scanned along the x-and y-directions through the focal plane while modulating the nanorod position along the y-direction. The unmodulated signal P(τ) and the demodulated signals at the first and second harmonic are recorded simultaneously. In Figure 2B , a prototypical scan of the sample is depicted. It shows the demodulated power P 1f at time delays τ > 100 fs, normalized to the transmitted power. These delays are significantly larger than the dephasing time of the nanorod (~16 fs) and the coherence time of the white-light source of less than 1 fs. The power P is directly recorded from the photodiode and is referred to as DC signal. Here, P 1f /P can become positive or negative, the sign describes the increase or decrease of the power modulation when moving the nanorod in or out of the focus spot. The areas of positive and negative values are adjacent along the modulation direction, whereas the nanoparticle is located at the node between these areas at P 1f /P = 0 [33] . The shape of the demodulated power for different positions of the sample r 0 is given by the shape of the focal spot as well as the amplitude of the modulation. Within the limit of small modulation amplitudes, it can be approximated by the first (1f) or second derivative (2f) of the focal intensity with respect to the modulation axis (Supporting Information S6). This is depicted by the cross section in Figure 2C , which has been taken along the dashed line in the inset of Figure 2B . The blue circles represent the measured data, whereas the blue solid line is the characteristic line shape, which is calculated from the derivative of the Bessel-like intensity distribution of the incident beam [35] . The spatial separation between the minimum and the maximum is about 750 nm and yields the spatial resolution of the experimental set-up. This resolution is limited by the finite numerical aperture and obscuration of the used AROs. Significant improvements in both spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved by replacing the AROs with glass objective, at the expense, however, of introducing significant chirp [48] . While most of the dipolar patterns in Figure 2C have a rather similar power ratio P 1f /P, some patterns, e.g. in the upper right corner, are more intense than others. We attribute these patterns to the agglomeration of multiple nanorods that are so close they become unresolvable in our experimental approach.
In order to extract the frequency-dependent extinction cross section of the particle, we measure the power P and P 1f at the positions of the maximum demodulated signal amplitude. The time delay τ of the excitation pulse pair is changed around their temporal overlap from −133 fs to +133 fs with a time increment of 266 as. The time increment Δt is chosen to be sufficiently small to be able to detect photon energies higher than the upper Nyquist limit of the FT measurements, E N = h/(2Δt) = 7.8 eV, which is well above the highest photon energy of 3 eV delivered by the white light source. The power from the photodiode P and the demodulated power from the lock-in amplifier output P 1f are recorded simultaneously for each time delay. Since only the correlation function C(τ), i.e. the FAC function, contains the desired spectral information, ΔP and ΔP 1f are obtained by subtracting a constant offset 2P 0 from the DC signal P(τ), i.e. ΔP = 2C(τ) = P(τ) − 2P 0,DC and from the demodulated power P 1f , i.e. ΔP 1f = 2C(τ) = P 1f (τ)-2P 0,1f . The constant offset is determined by averaging the measured power at long time delays τ. In Figures 3A and B , the normalized DC signal ΔP (red solid line) and the demodulated signal ΔP 1f (blue solid line) are shown for light polarized (A) along and (B) perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the nanorod. The demodulated signal ΔP 1f is multiplied by a factor of 607 to reach the same scale as the DC signal ΔP. Both signals reveal a coherent modulation around the temporal overlap for light polarized along the transverse axis. Here, we determine an oscillation period of 2.4 fs, corresponding to the center wavelength of the laser source of 720 nm. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of this FAC function is proportional to the inverse of the FWHM of the corresponding intensity spectrum of the laser source. When setting the excitation polarization parallel to the longitudinal axis of the nanorod, the oscillation period amounts to 2.4 fs around zero delay for both signals. However, in addition, a persistent additional oscillation for longer time delays is measured with a period of 2.6 fs only for the demodulated signal [55, 56] . The decay of the second oscillation reflects the plasmon dephasing time T 2 of the nanorod [57] .
Now, the Fourier transform of the FAC traces for the DC and the 1f-component give the power spectral densities S(ω) = | FFT(ΔP(τ))| and S 1f (ω) = | FFT(ΔP 1f (τ))|, respectively. Figures 3C and D depict the power spectral densities S(ω) (red solid line) and S 1f (ω) (blue solid line) for the excitation polarizations (C) that are parallel (p-pol) and (D)
perpendicular (s-pol) to the longitudinal axis of the rod. For the perpendicular polarization, the power spectral densities of the DC and demodulated signals are similar to the incident laser spectrum (grey-shaded background), and differ only for higher (>2.1 eV) energies due to the filtering effects of optics in the beam path. Given that this background contribution is spectrally broad and follows the incident laser spectrum, we assign it to an off-resonant scattering contribution originating from the substrate. This may be reduced by optimizing the surface roughness of the substrate or by using higher NA objectives.
However, for the parallel polarization, the power spectral density of the demodulated signals contains a single narrowband peak at 1.6 eV on top of the broad spectrum from the laser source. This peak can be assigned to the longitudinal SP resonance of the nanorod. The peak amplitude directly yields the extinction cross section σ E,xx (ω). As it is shown in more detail in the Supporting Information S5 and S6, the extinction cross section can be calculated as
with A F (ω) denoting the frequency-dependent focal area and b 1 (r 0 ,ω) = 0.55 being a frequency-dependent Fourier coefficient for the demodulation at 1f. In our analysis of the data, we subtract a polarization independent background R(ω), which can be assigned to the additional scattering of the underlying substrate and imperfect filtering by the lock-in amplifier. The resulting extinction spectrum of a single gold nanorod for the excitation directions that are parallel (violet circles) and perpendicular (green circles) to the nanorod long axis is shown in Figure 3E . To extract the quantitative results, the spectrum is fitted by a Lorentzian line shape function centered at 1.6 eV with a spectral width of Γ = 83 meV (FWHM) corresponding to a dephasing time 2 2 / T Γ = of approximately 16 fs. This value matches the dephasing times of similar isolated particles in absence of inhomogeneous broadening, which have been deduced from previous studies [24, 29] . The magnitude of the extinction cross section reaches a value of 3500 nm 2 , similar to results of other experimental and simulation studies [50] . The results of the polarization-resolved measurements are shown in the inset of Figure 3E . Here, the spectrally-integrated extinction cross section as a function of the polarization angle of the linearly polarized excitation is represented by open circles. The angle-dependent extinction cross section matches well a cos 2 (ϕ) fit function (black solid line), with ϕ denoting the angle between the incident excitation polarization and the long axis of the nanorod [24] . This confirms that the data in Figure 3E indeed show the longitudinal SP resonance of a single particle. From the measured extinction spectrum for both polarizations, the SNR and the lower detection limit of our experimental approach can be estimated. While the signal is taken at the plasmon resonance of σ ext = 3500 nm 2 when exciting the rod along the long axis, the noise level is determined by analyzing the spectra recorded by exciting the rod along the short axis. As shown in Chapter S8 of the Supplementary Information, we estimate a noise level of σ noise = 75 nm 2 . The SNR = σ ext /σ noise is thus ~50, which is slightly below the SNR of 100 found in studies of rods with similar dimensions [58] , and below the SNR of 1400 reported in [54] . Given that this main intention of the present experiments is to introduce a time-domain technique for SMS rather than to reach record SNR, we believe that the presented method is clearly competitive to more traditional CW methods. From the measured σ noise = 75 nm 2 , we estimate a lower detection limit of 150 nm 2 [54] . In our experiments, we did not attempt to precisely measure the geometry of each nanoparticle that has been studied spectroscopically. Scanning electron micrographs of several antennas reveal a variation of their longitudinal extension (average value <d x > = 41 nm with standard deviation σ x = 10 nm) and transverse extension (<d y > = 12 nm, σ y = 3 nm) axis size (Supporting Information S3). For comparison with the experiment, we thus performed FEM simulations to calculate the absorption for rods with different length d x . The parameters of the simulations are depicted in Figure 4A . In the simulations, the rods are embedded in 1 nm thick polymer shell (refractive index 1.4) and placed on the surface of a planar substrate (BK7) with a refractive index of 1.51. The long axis of the rod is aligned along the x-axis and the linearly polarized laser field incident along the z-axis, which is perpendicular to the substrate. The height d y = 10 nm and the width d z = 10 nm of the rod are kept constant within the simulation, while d x is varied. In Figure 4B , the calculated absorption cross sections for different rod lengths d x are illustrated by grayshaded areas. When decreasing d x from 49 nm to 35 nm, the absorption cross section decreases from 4300 nm 2 for a 49-nm rod to 2200 nm 2 for a 35-nm rod and shows a significant spectral blueshift from 1.53 eV to 1.80 eV. The extinction cross sections from the single, isolated particles of varying length, which are measured using the FT-SMS set-up, are depicted by open circles in the same graph. The solid lines represent Lorentzian fits to the data. We find a good qualitative agreement between the experiment and simulation concerning both the spectral position and linewidth of SP resonance and the absolute values of the cross sections.
Indeed, the correlation between the red shift of the SP resonance and the decrease in extinction cross that is seen in the experiments and the simulations agree reasonably well. As we did not optically measure the exact lengths of each individual nanorod studied, we cannot claim that the observed trend in Figure 4 indeed reflects a length variation of the nanorods. Yet, we note that additional FEM simulations shown in Figure S4 of the Supporting Information reveal distinctly different correlations when varying the height, width or dielectric environment of the nanorod. This may suggest that length variations indeed play a dominant role for the variation of the optical properties of those nanorods. To analyze these correlations more precisely, measurements on particles with more precisely known geometries are currently underway.
A statistical analysis of the extinction cross section as a function of longitudinal SP resonance for 39 different, isolated nanorods is shown in Chapter S7 of the Supporting Information, together with the results from our numerical simulations and from a quasi-static model simulation [59] . From this, the accuracy in terms of the absolute extinction cross section of the experimental approach of ±1000 nm 2 can be estimated. Finally, we demonstrate that the measured background R(ω) in the FT-SMS signals can be further decreased by detecting the scattered signal at the second harmonic of the modulation frequency. To this end, in Figures 5A and B, the maps of the transmitted relative power at (A) the fundamental modulation frequency P 1f /P and (B) twice the modulation frequency P 2f /P are shown. Both maps are normalized to their respective extrema and show two (1f), respectively, and three (2f) adjacent maxima and minima of the transmitted light at the position of each nanorod. The representative positions of a particle are indicated by the dashed ellipses in both graphs. As expected, the demodulated signals exhibit the characteristic shapes of the first and second derivatives of the focal intensity distribution along the modulation (y-) axis [33] . This is seen in the cross section shown as insets. The map of P 1f /P in (A) exhibits a strong background signal in the upper part of the map reaching nearly the same magnitude as the positive value of the demodulated power induced by a nanoparticle. This enhanced background is seen in some samples and can be most probably attributed to a nonperfect cleaning procedure after the particle deposition process. However, as can be seen in (B), this background signal is strongly suppressed in the demodulated signal at 2f, most probably due to a reduced cross-talk from the dominant DC component to the 2f-signal. Here, only the characteristic pattern of the second derivative of the Bessel-like intensity distribution along the y-axis is visible. This background suppression can be helpful in extracting single particle extinction spectra from the FAC traces as it is shown below.
In Figures 5C and D, field autocorrelation traces recorded for light polarized along the long rod axis are shown as blue solid lines for the demodulated signals (C) ΔP 1f and (D) ΔP 2f . For reasons of comparison, the normalized DC power ΔP is also depicted (red solid lines). The number in each plot denotes the normalization factors to reach the same scale as the DC signal. The signal at 2f consists of a rapidly decaying component at small time delays but carries an additional oscillation with a period around 2.4 fs that persists for more than 20 fs, whereas the signal at 1f almost exclusively shows the fast transient, similar to the DC signal. In Figures 5E and F, the extinction cross section deduced from these FAC traces are shown for the demodulated signal at (E) 1f and (F) at 2f for excitation polarizations parallel to the long axis (green open circles) and perpendicular to it (black open squares). For the parallel polarization, a single Lorentzian peak centered at 1.60 eV resides on a large energy-dependent background R(ω). This background is also visible for the light polarized perpendicular to the longitudinal rod axis and makes a quantitative analysis of the SP resonance difficult. In contrast, for the demodulation at 2f, this background nearly vanishes for both the s-and p-polarized light. The extinction cross section in Figure 5F shows a plasmonic resonance at 1.60 eV, which matches reasonably well with the absorption cross section calculated for a gold nanorod with L p = 45 nm. Thus, the higher order modulation FT-SMS can effectively suppress background scattering and enable access to the extinction spectra of single particles embedded in strongly scattering environments. As shown in the Supplementary Information section, the SNR can be further improved by ~40% when detecting at twice the modulation frequency.
Conclusions
In summary, we have introduced a sensitive coherent spectroscopy method to determine the absolute value of the extinction cross section from the prolate nanorods. This technique is based on a combination of SMS and coherent FT spectroscopy. In a first application, we have used this technique to quantitatively measure the extinction spectra of the single gold nanorods. The experimentally determined extinction cross section of 3500 nm 2 for the longitudinal SP resonance of a 41-nm long nanorod centered at 1.6 eV matches well the extinction spectrum predicted by FEM simulations. Using higher-order demodulation, the signal-to-background ratio of the single-particle measurements can be drastically enhanced, enabling measurements of the linear spectral signatures of the single gold nanorods with high accuracy. By using the all-reflective objective, our set-up can be easily used with few-cycle light pulses with a pulse duration that is much shorter than the dephasing time of plasmonic nanostructures. Hence, in future applications it may not only be used to probe linear light scattering spectra but also to study coherent ultrafast optical nonlinearities with high resolution in the time domain. Using few-cycle laser pulses as the exciting laser source, this approach offers interesting perspectives for time-resolved and nonlinear spectroscopy of hybrid nanoparticles and, in particular, for probing plasmon-exciton interaction and coherent energy exchange processes in individual nanostructures on ultrafast time scales.
Methods

FT-SMS
The FT-SMS set-up is depicted in Figure 1A . A supercontinuum light source delivered coherent broadband optical pulses with pulse duration of 5 ps at a repetition rate of 40 MHz and an average power of up to 4W. A dispersionbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used to generate a pair of time-delayed pulses with a maximum optical path difference in the interferometer of 200 μm or maximum time delay of 666 fs. The average power of the pulse-pair was a few tens of μW after focusing by the objective O1. The FAC traces were recorded over a time delay range of ±133 fs around the temporal overlap, with a step size of 260 as. Thus, the achievable spectral resolution was 8 nm or 15 meV in the visible to near-infrared spectral range. A waiting time of 30 ms-50 ms per time delay step for time constants of 3 ms-10 ms at the Lock-In led to a total measurement time of 30 s-60 s per FAC trace.
Sample preparation
Glass substrates (BK-7) were cleaned in ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 5 min. The glass substrates were rinsed sequentially with ethanol and deionized water, followed by drying in an argon stream. Finally, an UV tip cleaner was used to oxidize their surfaces by UV/O 3 for 20 min. (UV.TC.EU.003, Bioforce Nanoscience, Inc. Ames). A volume of 2 μl of a suspension of chemically synthesized and polymer-coated gold nanorods (NanoPartz, specified concentration of 1.88 × 10 14 nanorods per ml) was diluted with 10 ml of dried ethanol by ultrasonification for 15 min in a closed poly(tetrafluorethylene) (PTFE) container. An aliquot of 1 ml of this suspension was diluted with 9 ml of dried ethanol and sonicated for another 15 min in a closed PTFE container. The hydroxylated glass slides were placed in the PTFE container with the second nanorod dispersion for 2 h, during which they were immobilized onto the substrate. The nanorod density strongly depends on the nanorod concentration and immersion time of the glass slides in the nanorod dispersion. The obtained nanorod density was about 0.1 μm −2 as counted from SEM images. The values for the dielectric function of gold were taken from Johnson and Christy [60] . The vector Helmholtz equation was solved for scattered fields E tot = E in + E s , with the excitation E in as an x-polarized plane wave propagating at normal incidence (labelled z-direction) to the air/ Au and air/BK7 interface. The computation cell size in the simulation was 200 nm × 200 nm × 400 nm, with a mesh size varying from 0.075 to 7.5 nm. The "Perfectly Matched Layer" boundary conditions were applied to the outer boundaries of the computational space to eliminate the back-reflection from the boundaries. To decrease the computational time, the simulations were run for a quarter of the structure. Therefore, the "Perfect Electric Conductor" and "Perfect Magnetic Conductor" conditions were applied for the additional y-z and x-z planes passing through the center of the computational domain.
FEM simulation
